Acacia stricta
Hop Wattle

Height: 2m - 5m

Width: 2m - 4m

Habit: Fast-growing open upright shrub.

Foliage: Erect narrow elliptical dull grey-green phyllodes (leaves) to 15cm long.

Flowers: Pale yellow balls flowering May to October.

Requirements: Reasonably well drained positions in most soils. Shade, full or partial sun.

Cultivation & uses: Generally adaptable in cultivation. Suitable for areas of low maintenance and as a light screen or low windbreak. Suited for planting under existing trees. Drought hardy.

Local Distribution:
Map is indicative to the natural distribution of the species based on the best available knowledge.

The natural occurrence of this species is infrequent.
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Having trouble sourcing this species?
For further information contact ParksWide
Phone: (03) 9262 6222

For more information about Council services and programs please phone 9262 6333 or visit www.whitehorse.vic.gov.au
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